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HOW CAN I SCAN WITHIN A SPYDER SECTOR?

HOW CAN I SCAN WITHIN A SPYDER SECTOR LIKE ONLY STOCKS IN XLF OR XLV ??

spy  sectors

I agree with MarkD, the best way is to download the actual Spyder list and then scan that list. However if you're not

that concerned with the exact list you could use the Sectors and Industries drop down list in the scan engine. Now

these are the sector / industry breakdowns available to StockCharts, so in some cases they do not match the index's

or pay per use sites such as State Street which manages the Spyders, but they are close.

This will give you 40 of the 44 stocks in the XLE [type = stock]

and [group is SP500]

and [group is EnergySector]

Now the advantage is you can expand that a little if you want to, say you want everything in the S&P1500, (small, mid

and large cap) rather than just the S&P500. You could scan each individually or combine them in to a single "OR"

clause.

[type = stock]

and [[group is SP400] or [group is SP500] or [group is SP600]]

and [group is EnergySector]

hope this gives you some new ideas

Gord

link text

Maybe there is an easier way, but I put the symbols into a favorites list, then scan that list. You can do this from either

the user-defined or advanced scan work bench.

The link above goes to the SPDR site. Click on "Download all holdings" in the middle of the page for a spreadsheet

with all the symbols for XLF. You can open it with excel or maybe other spreadsheet software. Navigate around the

site for the others.
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Much easier and good enough, I would think. An advantage to this approach is you don't have to maintain the list

periodically as companies merge, or SP edits the list for other reasons. Thanks, Gord.
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When I'm looking for strength, I like to look a bit deeper. StockCharts doesn't have the 135 (I think) Morningstar

industry groups, but it does cover the 164 DJ industry groups (starting with $DJUSAS, ...). I copied this list from

StockCharts symbol lookup and pasted it into a spreadsheet (excel, OpenOffice, LibreOffice all work) until I have all

the symbols in one column. Copy that column and create a new ChartList in StockCharts. Although the Add Symbols

-> Many example shows the use of comma delimiters, it seems to work OK using just spaces as delimiters (what I get

when I copy a column from the spreadsheet). Occasionally it will glue two symbols together (particularly the first two) -

after I create the list I click summary view and look for "unknown symbol" errors (I think it shows up in the date

column). I have a scan I run looking for strength/outperformance. I run it on my ChartList with these DJ industry

groups at least once a week. Once I know which groups pop up, I copy the symbols contained in that group into

another ChartList and scan that list. This gives me the strongest performers in the strongest performing groups. Yes, it

is a lot of work, but it gets easier each time and the results are really worth it.
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Thanks for sharing that method, markk. As you say, rigorous but worthwhile (I've use IBD groups in similar way, but DJ is

good and more easily available).
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